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Abstract: The molecular interactions between opioid, alcohol and dopamine class drug abuses and its co-morbidity with mental health conditions including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and depression phenotypes have been the focus of intense interest. Genomic variants in genes contributing to addiction and mental health co-morbidities have been identified as contributing to the severity, duration and potential therapeutic outcomes for patient. Currently therapies for addiction and mental health arise from exhaustive molecular genomic analyses with subsequent investigational assessments. Our previous work demonstrates that using an in silico functional genomics and evolutionary biology framework can identify potential functional variants with import for opioid, dopamine and alcohol addiction complex polygenic traits. This approach may also be useful in identifying pharmacogenomics therapeutic targets at addiction and mental health genes. We sought to evaluate whether the intersection. NCBI curated genes identified as participating in addiction phenotypes along with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and depression (N=1968 genes) were projected onto the human genome to find eight areas of addiction and mental health gene set enrichment. Functional annotations were conducted for core phenotype functions. Finally, drug binding annotations were conducted to determine whether the binding sites sitting in these addiction and mental health hotspots were related to the functional or gene set enrichment. We found that 16 pharmacogenomic drug binding sites were identified in this analysis which broadly fell into four categories: cancer, addiction, immunity and mental health phenotypes drugs. These findings suggest that addiction and immunity enriched gene areas are important to understanding therapeutic treatment options and that using this in silico approach can return results consistent with the gene set enriched hotspot annotation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Substance addiction disorders represent a major economic and health cost to human populations (Lynskey & Strang, 2013). Substance addiction is loosely defined as a chronic relapsing spectrum disorder characterized by loss of control over substance taking (Girard & Carlton, 1978; Goodman, 1990; Peele, 1977). Opiate, dopamine and GABA addictions are complex diseases with strong genetic components. These three substance disorders represent significant costs to the global judicial and healthcare systems. The treatment of addiction is further confounded by the co-occurrence of other pathologies that complicate treatment regimes (Crews, 2012; Uhl et al., 2008). For example, addiction and mental health are well-characterized co-morbidities. Mental health conditions such as depression, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia have clear genetic synergies between the prevalence of one mental health condition and addiction. This dissertation focuses on the characterization of addiction hotspots in the genome, their interplay with mental health genetics and then examines how infectious disease burden is correlated to the rise of immune and addiction variants. Of particular interest are the metabolic and addictive properties of opioid, GABA-receptor, and dopamine receptor class substances, that have been identified as exerting an oversize public health crisis effect on Americans (Stefano, Frichione, Goumon, & Esch, 2005). Similarly, neurological disorders such as depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia represent a significant strain on health and judicial entities. Both disorder classes have long been identified as co-morbidities (Regier et al., 1990). Both substance addiction and mental health are behavior-based phenomenon representing a
A diverse array of psychological, biological, and genetic attributes and environmental and cultural factors (Goodwin, 1975; Kamerow, Pincus, & Macdonald, 1986; Naranjo & Bremner, 1993; Tomkins & Sellers, 2001; Truan, 1993).

A number of studies have identified the clinical intersection of mental health and substance addiction traits (Blum, Oscar-Berman, Badgaiyan, Palomo, & Gold, 2014; McKetin et al., 2014). This has been shown in a diverse variety of mental health conditions such as depression (Jegede, 1978; Woody, O’Brien, & Rickels, 1975), bipolar disorder (Altamura, 2007; Geoffroy, Goddefroy, Rolland, & Cottencin, 2012; Maremmani, Perugi, Pacini, & Akiskal, 2006), and schizophrenia (Batel, 2000; Dubertret, Bidar, Ades, & Gorwood, 2006; Falkai & Moller, 2011; Laviolette & Grace, 2006; Schmidt & Beninger, 2006; Seibyl, Brenner, Krystal, Johnson, & Charney, 1992). To date, the crosstalk of addiction and mental health genetic contributors has not been fully understood based on association studies (Sspanagel et al., 2010; Treutlein & Rietschel, 2011) and functional genomics (Ho et al., 2010; Vercauteren, Bergeron, Vandesande, Arckens, & Quirion, 2004). In this study we focus on the addiction disorders for opiate, dopamine, and GABA addiction as well as the mental health disorder identified as depression, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. Of particular interest is the relationship between genes and variants with their pharmacogenomic drug targets.

2. METHODS

2.1. Addiction Linked Genes and Genome Hotspots

A search of NCBI Gene based on strings of disease words was used in order to generate a list of genes with biological relevance to addiction. Genes for dopamine, opiate and GABA addiction; bipolar disorder; depression; and schizophrenia were identified. We mapped the resulting list of genes onto human chromosomes and considered the clusters they form. A Matlab based program script was written to cluster genes in the genome and report those hotspot regions back as an output file. This Jackson hotspot approach enables the identification of candidate genes sitting adjacent to known addiction hotspot genes and the subsequent identification of the candidate polymorphisms in a diverse array of human populations (Jackson, 2017).

Hotspots were defined as genic regions approximately 2 Mb in length along the genome, which contained 13 or more genes identified from the combined addiction and mental health gene list. Additionally, we collapsed multiple small genomic hotspot windows into larger ones that spanned the 2Mb or smaller region. Each hotspot contained genes not currently associated with these joint addiction and mental health phenotypes. Genes were included in this analysis based on the high probability of common regulation patterns within a linear chromosomal region defined by the hotspot.

2.2. Functional Annotation of Addiction and Mental Health Hotspot Genes

Genes located within hotspots were considered in two ways in statistical enrichments: all genes in the hotspot window, and only those previously linked to addiction. All genes in the hotspots were annotated using DAVIDs Bioinformatics Resources Tool software (Huang da, Sherman, & Lempicki, 2009; Huang da, Sherman, Zheng, et al., 2009) for biological process, molecular function, cell compartment and KEGG pathways (Kanehisa, 2002; Kanehisa, Goto, Kawashima, & Nakaya, 2002). Functional enrichments were quantified using Benjamini score analysis cutoffs of 0.01 (Benjamini, Drai, Elmer, Kafkafi, & Golani, 2001). Finally, all genes in hotspots were annotated for drug interactions using Drug Bank (Knox et al., 2011; Law et al., 2014; Wishart et al., 2008; Wishart et al., 2006).

2.3. Annotation of Pharmacogenomic Drug Binding Sites

Once hotspots were indentify.

3. RESULTS

Literature curated addiction and mental health genes were mapped onto human chromosomes. Clusters of these genes identify hotspot locations within the genome. These hotspots contain genes previously not linked to addiction and mental health as well as regulatory motifs with drug binding sites. Our bioinformatics based discovery and subsequent investigation of combined addiction and mental health hotspots reveal their functional roles. Results point out multiple hotspots participating in dual addiction and mental health phenotypes. When addiction and mental health loci were jointly considered, hotspots were identified.
3.1. Overlap in Gene Lists for Addiction, Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder and Depression

Gene searches were conducted to identify genes belonging to NCBI curated mental health and addiction genes lists. The bipolar disorder gene list comprised 626 genes, depression comprised 357 genes, schizophrenia comprised 1121 genes and Addiction comprised 587 genes garnered from opiate, GABA and dopamine addictions. When considered together this genes list represented 1968 genes encoding putative addiction and mental health targets. Figure 1 shows the overlap in genes from these four gene lists. Interestingly, there were 51 genes that were shared between all gene lists but only four of these shared genes were represented in the eight hotspots. These are indicated in red in Table 1. This overlap gene set contained the DRD, HTR and SLC6A gene families as well as a host of immune function genes including: ICAM1, IFNG, IGF1, IL1B, IL1RN, and TNF. Of this combined set of addiction and mental health genes, 192 genes fell into cluster regions within the genome. Our analyses identified these eight genomic regions with significant numbers of genes involved in the dual disorder. These eight regions are shown in Figure 2 with their associated NCBI-identified genes (green) and the candidate genes (black) that are interspersed. Hotspots ranged from having 13-33 literature curated genes in a genomic window approximately 2Mb or smaller.

Table 1. Addiction, bipolar disorder, depression, and schizophrenia form eight genomic hotspots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NCBI Identified Genes</th>
<th>Candidate Interspersed Genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>98444858-99400475</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>INPP4A, MGAT4A, KIAA1211L, TSGA10, C2orf15, LIPT1, MTD1, MRPL30, LGY2, LGY1, TXNDC9, EIF5B, REV1</td>
<td>C2orf64, UNC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>51,741,081-53,752,625</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>GRM2, ALAS1, TLR9, TWF2, PPM1M, WDR82, GLYCTK, DNAH1, BAP1, PHF7, SEMA3G, TNRC1, NISCH, STAB1, NT5DC2, PBRM1, GNLY, SNORD19, SNORD19B, SNORD69, GLT8D1, SPCS1, NEK4, ITIH1, ITIH3, ITIH4, MUSTN1, TMEM110, SFMBT1, RFT1, PRKCD, TKT, CACNA2D3</td>
<td>IQCF6, IQCF1, IQFC4, IQFC3, IQFC2, IQFC5, RR9P, PARP3, PCBP4, ACY1, ABHD14B, LINC00696, DUSP7, POC1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>25782897-27450742</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>SLC17A3, HIST1H3A, HIST1H4B, HIST1H3B, HIST1H3C, HIST1H2AE, HIST1H3E, HIFE, HIST1H3E, HIST1H2BE, HIST1H4D, HIST1H4C, HIST1H3D, HIST1H3F, HIST1H4E, HIST1H4F, HIST1H3G, BC079832, HIST1H4H, BNT3A2, BNT2A2, BNT3A1, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2AG, PRSS16, POM121L2, ZNF184</td>
<td>SLC17A2, TRIM38, HIST1H2AB, HIST1H1C, HIST1H1T, HIST1H2BC, HIST1H1E, HIST1H2AC, HIST1H2BDHIST1H2AD, HIST1H2BF, HIST1H2BG, HIST1H1D, HIST1H4G, HIST1H2BH, HIST1H2BL, BNT1A1, ABT1, ZNF322A, HIST1HBK, HIST1H41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30,184,455-33621379</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>HLA-E, TUBB, LINC00243, DDR1, HLA-C, HLA-B, MICB, LTA, TNF, PRRC2A, BAG6, HSPA1L, HSPA1A, HSPA1B, TXNB, ATFB6, RNF5, AGER, NOTCH4, HCG23, HLA-DRA, HLA-DRB1, HLA-DQA1, HLA-DQB1, RXRB, KIFC1, PHF1, SYNGAP1, ITPR3</td>
<td>ABCF1, PPI110, MRPS18B, C6ORF134, DHX16, KIAA1949, MDC1, FLOT1, IER3, GTF2H4, VARS2, SFT2A, DPCR1, MUC21, CCHCR1, PSORS1C1, CDSN, TCF19, POU5F1, HCG27, EHD1, ATG2A, PPP2R5B, GPHA2, BATF2, ARL2, ARL2-SNX15, SAC3D1, NAALADL1, ZFPL1, TM7SF2, ZNHIT2, MRPL49, SYVX1, CDC35, FAU, SPDYC, SLC22A20, POLA2, DPFW, TIGD3, FRMD8, SLC25A45, MALAT1, SCYL1, KCNK7,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When genes were mapped to the genome, we found eight regions smaller than 1.5 Mb each with 11-38 genes identified from NCBI Gene curated gene lists. Additionally we consider the genes interspersed with our set of addiction and mental health genes. Red gene names are those that were among the 51 genes shared by all addiction and mental health disorders.

**Figure 1.** Genes shared between dopamine, opiate and GABA addiction sets with common mental health conditions

**Figure 2.** Eight bipolar, depression, schizophrenia and addiction hotspots identified on the human genome
The Venn diagram provides the gene symbols (N=1968 genes) for intersections of gene sets corresponding to dopamine, opiate, and GABA addictions with bipolar disorder, depression, and schizophrenia. The gray boxed genes are those genes (n=51) common to all disorders.

Each karyotype of a chromosome shows the location of the genes that are represented as hotspots. Genes that lie within each hotspot were identified through USCS Genome Browser. The insets for each hotspot show genes identified as curated genes (green) and interspersed genes (black) with a red band showing the entire hotspot region.

3.2. Functional Annotation of Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Depression and Addiction Genes

A functional annotation on the complete list of NCBI identified genes was performed to determine the major functional roles for addiction and mental health genes situated in the genomic enrichment region. Functional annotation of the combined set of depression, schizophrenia, bipolar and addiction genes found commonalities as identified in Figure 3, with shared function revolving around neurological function, response organic substances and cell-cell signaling. Addiction and depression overlapped in three functional regulatory roles: cellular localization, cyclic nucleotide biosynthesis and metabolism. Additionally when pair wise comparisons were made, depression and schizophrenia gene lists overlapped in homeostatic processes, while bipolar and schizophrenia genes jointly participated in neuronal development and cellular differentiation. Hotspot gene lists were used to identify gene ontology biological processes and molecular functions enriched for each hotspot. When we considered the identified literature curated genes that identified each hotspot and then those genes that were not previously identified, but could be addiction and mental health candidates, we found no real differences in the functional annotation of these sets.

3.3. Numerous targets found in Addiction and Mental Health Hotspot windows

Drug target annotation was performed to determine the role that pharmacological products interacted to binding sites within these hotspots. When the hotspot regions were annotated for drug interactions 16 drugs were found to have binding sites. Addiction, bipolar, depression and schizophrenia drug interactions are characterized in Table 2.

While not all hotspots had drug binding sites located within their domains, five of the hotspots did. When identified by the types of drugs found at these five hotspots we found some thematic divisions in drug targets. Five drug binding sites are associated with cancer therapies: Sorafenib, Abiraterone, ABT-263, Etoposide, and Thymalfasin. Four drugs were associated with the mental health condition Parkinson’s disease, post-traumatic stress disorder or anxiety: L-DOPA, 3, 4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine, Encapone, and Tolcapone. One drug binding sites was specifically targeted ecstasy.
### Table 2. Drug binding sites were annotated for the genes in the addiction and immunity hotspots. When genes in the hotspots were annotated for drug interactions, 16 drug binding sites were found for both commercial and illicit substances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Gene Target(s)</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Drug Name</th>
<th>Mechanism of Action</th>
<th>Treatment Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:51</td>
<td>TLR9</td>
<td>DB05463</td>
<td>ISS-1018</td>
<td>immunostimulatory activity</td>
<td>*Hepatitis B, b-cell or non-hodgkin’s lymphoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLR9</td>
<td>DB04900</td>
<td>Thymalfasin</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLR9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:64</td>
<td>GSTP1</td>
<td>DB04339</td>
<td>Carboxymethylene-cysteine</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTR, MTRR, MMACHC, MTHFR</td>
<td>DB00115</td>
<td>Cyanocobalamin</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>pernicious anemia vitamin B 12 deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>DB01008</td>
<td>Busulfan</td>
<td>selective immunosuppressive effect on bone marrow</td>
<td>conditioning regimen prior to allogeneic hematopoietic, progenitor cell transplantation for chronic myelogenous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:48</td>
<td>bglA</td>
<td>DB04658</td>
<td>(1S,2R,3S,4R,5S)-8-AZABICYCLO[3.2.1]OCTANE-1,2,3,4-TETROL</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BCL2, BAD BBC6, BCL2L8</td>
<td>DB05764</td>
<td>ABT-263</td>
<td>It blocks some of the enzymes that keep cancer cells from dying.</td>
<td>lymphomas and other types of cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CYP17A1</td>
<td>DB05812</td>
<td>Abiraterone</td>
<td>derivative of steroidal progesterone</td>
<td>hormone refractory prostate cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTGS1 PTGS1 COX11, COX12</td>
<td>DB00350</td>
<td>Minoxidil</td>
<td>direct-acting peripheral vasodilator</td>
<td>reduces peripheral resistance produces a fall in blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTGS2, COX2, PTGS1, COX1,</td>
<td>DB00316</td>
<td>Acetaminophen</td>
<td>analgesic and antipyretic effects</td>
<td>Therapeutic effects are similar to salicylates, but it lacks anti-inflammatory, antiplatelet, and gastric ulcerative effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:18</td>
<td>COMT</td>
<td>DB00323</td>
<td>Tolcapone</td>
<td>inhibits the enzyme catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT)</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMT</td>
<td>DB00494</td>
<td>Encapone</td>
<td>reversible inhibitor catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT)</td>
<td>Parkinson’s disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMT</td>
<td>DB01454</td>
<td>3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine</td>
<td>classified as a hallucinogen and causes marked, long-lasting changes in brain serotonergic systems It is commonly referred to as MDMA or ecstasy</td>
<td>post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and anxiety associated with terminal cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMT</td>
<td>DB01235</td>
<td>L-DOPA</td>
<td>naturally occurring form of dihydroxyphenylalanine and the immediate precursor of dopamine. Unlike dopamine itself, it can be taken orally and crosses the blood-brain barrier. It is rapidly taken up by dopaminergic neurons and converted to dopamine</td>
<td>idiopathic Parkinson's disease (Paralysis Agitans), postencephalitic parkinsonism, symptomatic parkinsonism which may follow injury to the nervous system by carbon monoxide intoxication, and manganese intoxication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMT</td>
<td>DB00668</td>
<td>Epinephrine</td>
<td>active sympathomimetic hormone from the adrenal medulla</td>
<td>anaphylaxis and sepsis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. DISCUSSION

We have observed that addiction and mental health genes create eight hotspots in the genome. Their shared functional annotation and drug binding site annotation support the idea that this clustering is meaningful. This approach helps to unify the disparate clinical, genetic, and functional observations about addiction and mental health co-morbidity. Our analyses demonstrate that genes curated for their involvement in opiate, GABA and dopamine addictions share significant genomic position overlap with genes involved in the bipolar disorder, depression and schizophrenia. Additionally when we perform functional annotation on these gene sets, we find that they share core molecular processes such as cell-cell signaling, synaptic transmission and responses to organic substances. These genes also share more amorphous processes such as learning, memory and behavior. Finally we found that when these addiction and mental health genetic hotspots were annotated for their drug interactions, they identified binding sites for illicit drugs, cancer drugs, and neurological degenerative disorders such as Parkinson’s disease.

While there has been significant identification of the clinical synergies between addiction and some mental health phenotypes (Kamerow et al., 1986; Tomkinds & Sellers, 2001; Uhl et al., 2008), we show here that a subset of these addiction and mental health genes actually sit together in genomic windows. These genomic windows contain four of the 51 genes that are common to all gene lists (Table 1); instead we found that genes sitting in genomic hotspots were often shared by only two of the comparisons. When mapped to the genome, these regions were not random with respect to genome locality. These eight hotspot regions contain 192 of the 1968 unique genes identified as participating in addiction and mental health genetics and represent nearly 10% of genes associated with addiction and mental health. A number of studies have identified the clinical intersection of mental health and substance addiction traits (Blum et al., 2014; McKetin et al., 2014). This has been shown in a diverse variety of mental health conditions such as depression (Jegede, 1978; Woody et al., 1975), bipolar disorder (Altamura, 2007; Geoffroy et al., 2012; Maremmani et al., 2006), and schizophrenia (Batel, 2000; Dubertret et al., 2006; Falkai & Moller, 2011; Laviolette
& Grace, 2006; Schmidt & Beninger, 2006; Seibyl et al., 1992). To date, the crosstalk of addiction and mental health genetic contributors has not been fully understood based on association studies (Spanagel et al., 2010; Treutlein & Rietschel, 2011) and functional genomics (Ho et al., 2010; Vercauteren et al., 2004).

Functional annotation of genes residing in the windows provides a verification of the role that these genes play within the wider context of the genomic region they inhabit. It is reassuring that our analyses return functional categories emphasizing the shared role that neurological system regulation, cell-cell signaling, stimulus response and organic substance response play in the development of mental health and addiction disorders. These findings support the complex functional interactions between opiate, dopamine and GABA addictions with schizophrenic, depressive and bipolar mental health disorders.

Previous studies have identified that drugs involved with addiction and mental health may have pleiotropic effects (Uhl et al., 2008). It is therefore of significant interest to characterize the drug targets in these hotspot regions. We found that drug binding sites fall in to three major therapeutic categories, those related to cancers, those related to up regulation of immune responses and those involved in neurodegenerative disorders. Of particular interest was the hotspots located on chromosome 19 (ABT-263, Abiraterone, Minoxidil, and Sorafenib) and chromosome 22 (Acetaminophen, Tolcapone, Encapone, 3, 4-Methylenedi-oxyamphetamine, L-DOPA and Epinephrine).

The observation of increased anxiety behaviors and morphine consumption in a Sprague-Dawley rat model suggests that genetic variation in the epinephrine-mediated norepinephrine signaling pathway may be a novel mechanism for affective behavior such as anxiety and addiction (Brody et al., 2014). In a human study of African American young adults, levels of urinary epinephrine were predictive of drug use a year later (Zhai & Sun, 2013). The drug binding site for epinephrine is located in the chromosome 22 hotspot genes COMT, Sorafenib, a hepatocellular carcinoma treatment, is mediated by cellular signaling mechanisms. This drug target annotation is consistent with the genomic functional annotation of the genes underlying addiction and mental health disorders. There is some evidence of genetic variant mediated drug resistance. Sorafenib can activate addiction switches leading to reduced drug efficacy (McElligott et al., 2013). While the mechanisms of this are not fully elucidated, the localization of Sorafenib among known addiction genes could be a reason for this trigger and bears further investigation.

This Jackson Hotspot Approach could identify genomic sites that sat at the intersection of addiction to opiate, GABA and dopamine with mental health disorders identified as depression, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder. We have shown that genes involved separately in these two disorders are co-located at eight genomic regions. Additionally we hypothesized that each of these regions might have drug binding sites that share functional annotations with the genes identified in the region. Our analyses have identified 16 drug binding target regions located in five of the eight hotspot regions which share functional or therapeutic activity with addiction and mental health disorder phenotypes. This finding compels us to speculate on the role that functional ontology plays in the primary of counter-indicative phenotypes that these drugs present.
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